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• DEALING COMMISSION AND INVESTMENT RESEARCH
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Dealing Commission and Investment Research

• Compliance date: 3 January 2018

• Article 24 MiFID II: inducements rule

• Clients’ best interests rule: Investment firms to act honestly, fairly, and 

professionally in accordance with the best interests of their clients

• MiFID II bans the receipt and retention of fees, commissions, or any 

monetary or non-monetary benefits paid or provided by a third party in 

relation to the provision of portfolio management services or 

independent advice to clients

• “Minor non-monetary benefits” capable of enhancing the quality of 

service provided to a client are permitted, provided: 

– they are disclosed

– they are of a scale and nature that could not be judged to impair 

compliance with the firm’s duty to act in the best interest of the client
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MiFID II Level 2: “Inducements in Relation to Research”

• Article 13 Delegated Directive: “Inducements in relation to research”

• Research will not be regarded as an inducement if it is received in return 

for:

– direct payments by the firm out of its own resources

– payments from a separate research payment account (RPA) controlled by 

the firm provided the following conditions are met:

• the RPA is funded by a specific research charge to the client 

• as part of establishing an RPA and agreeing on the research charge 

with its clients, the firm sets and regularly assesses a research budget

• the firm is held responsible for the research payment account

• the firm regularly assesses the quality of the research purchased based 

on robust quality criteria and its ability to contribute to better investment 

decisions
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MiFID II Level 2: EU Broker Obligations

• Article 13(9) Delegated Directive:

– An investment firm providing execution services shall identify separate 

charges for these services that reflect only the cost of executing the 

transaction

– The provision of each other benefit or service by the same investment firm 

to other investment firms shall be subject to a separately identifiable charge 

– The supply of and charges for those benefits or services shall not be 

influenced or conditioned by levels of payment for execution services

• FCA draft rules in CP16/29 does not appear to restrict “each other benefit 

or service” to research…

• Rule applies directly only to EU brokers

– Will EU brokers simply apply the rule across their business (i.e., on a global 

basis regardless of location of their investment manager clients)?
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What Constitutes “Research”?

• Recital 28 of the Delegated Directive sets two criteria for material to be 

classed as research:

– must be research material or services concerning one or several financial 

instruments or other assets, or current or potential issuers of financial 

instruments, or research material or services closely related to a sector or 

specific market, such that it informs views on financial instruments, assets, 

or issuers within that sector or market

– must explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment 

strategy and provide an opinion as to the present or future value or price 

of instruments or assets, or contain analysis and original insights and 

reach conclusions based on information that could be used to inform an 

investment strategy and be capable of adding value to the investment firm’s 

decisions on behalf of clients
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What Will Not Constitute “Research”?

• CP16/29 draft FCA Handbook text notes that the following would not constitute 

research:

– post-trade analytics

– price feeds/historical price data that have not been analysed or manipulated 

to present the firm with meaningful conclusions 

– services relating to the valuation or performance measurement of portfolios

– corporate access services 

– seminar fees

– subscriptions for publications

– travel, accommodation, or entertainment costs

– order- and execution-management systems

– membership fees to professional associations 

– direct money payments

• Since not “research,” the above must be paid for by P&L of investment manager 

and cannot be paid by client through RPA
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Impact on EU vs. non-EU Investment Managers

Impact on EU investment managers

• FCA intends to extend investment research rules to AIFMs and UCITS 

management companies

• Other member states (France, Luxembourg, Ireland) are not applying these rules 

to AIFMs and UCITS

Impact on global investment management groups

• Scenarios:

– US delegate of UK investment manager — will US delegate be required to 

comply with the MiFID unbundling rules by way of contract?

– UK affiliate of US investment manager — can US manager “share” research 

with its UK affiliate (which US manager paid for on a bundled basis under 

Section 28(e) safe harbour?)

– UK investment manager with US trading desk 

– US investment manager with UK trading desk
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Poll

How do you expect to pay for research?

o P & L

o RPA funded by specific client charge

o RPA funded by CSA

o Not decided yet
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Poll

Do you expect to operate a global research and trading 

platform or to “ring fence” activities covered by MiFID?

o Operate global platform

o “Ring fence” activities
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Operating an RPA

• Where a firm operates an RPA funded by a research charge to the client, 

the research charge shall: 

– only be based on a research budget set by the firm for the purpose of 

establishing the need for third-party research in respect of investment 

services rendered to clients; and 

– not be linked to the volume and/or value of transactions executed on behalf 

of the clients

• Operational arrangements for the collection of the client research charge 

must indicate a separately identifiable research charge where the 

research charge is collected alongside transaction commission

• The total amount of research charges received may not exceed the 

research budget

• The firm must agree with its client(s), in its IMA or general terms of 

business, the research charge as budgeted by the firm and the frequency 

with which the specific research charge will be deducted from the 

resources of the client(s) over the year
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Managing the Research Budget

• Increases in the research budget can only take place after the provision 

of clear information to clients about the intended increase

• If there is a surplus in the RPA at the end of a period, the firm should 

have a process to rebate the funds to the client or to offset it against the 

research charge calculated for the following period

• The research budget must be managed solely by the investment firm, 

based on a reasonable assessment of the need for third-party research 

• Firms may not use the research budget and research payment account 

to fund internal research
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Poll

Do you expect to use broker prices or to determine your 

own prices to set budgets?

oUse brokers

oDetermine own prices
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Practical Considerations for Setting a Research Budget

• Firms could consider: 

– an analysis of historical expenditure 

– expected changes in the level of assets under management

– foreseeable market events

– planned changes in investment strategy

• AMF suggests determining the overall budget by first breaking it down 

into: 

– categories of research (macro, single-stock, SRI, etc.), or

– asset class (small-caps, mid-caps, government securities, etc.)

• Budget should be determined at least annually, and potentially more 

frequently

• How to manage across clients who have different budgets?

• Issue of VAT currently being considered by HMT
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Budget Monitoring and Revision

• Investment firms must regularly assess the quality of the research 

purchased from each provider, based on “robust quality criteria and its 

ability to contribute to better investment decisions” 

• Assessment and monitoring of the research budget must be placed 

under senior management oversight

• Execution and research services are to be assessed separately, even 

where they are provided by a single entity

• Any increases to the research budget must take place according to 

process set out in Delegated Directive (provision of clear information to 

client(s), etc.)
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Status of CSAs

• Article 13(3) Delegated Directive: “operational arrangement for the 

collection of the client research charge, where it is not collected 

separately but alongside a transaction commission…”

• FCA CP 16/29 — a MiFID II compliant CSA would involve:

– Research charges being swept into an RPA “immediately” following the 

relevant transaction

• How frequently does the sweep need to occur?

– Ring fencing of RPA monies from the assets of the RPA administrator

– Making payments from the RPA in the name of the relevant MiFID firm

– Ensuring that research payments correspond with the relevant budget, and 

rebating RPA funds if significant amounts are unspent

– In effect, still full unbundling!
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Issue of Unwanted Research

• FCA CP 16/29 and ESMA Q&A: firms should not accept research for 

“free”

• ESMA: where a firm does not want to accept research, it should take 

“reasonable steps to cease receiving it or avoid benefitting from its 

content,” e.g., by:

– automatically blocking or filtering certain senders/materials

– requesting a provider to stop providing research

– using the firm’s compliance function to monitor, assess, and determine 

whether the material is acceptable

• Firm should provide adequate training/information to staff on 

inducements rules

• Difficulties around “blocking” research — technology solution needed?
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Impact on Brokers: Cross-Border Issues

• EU investment managers will require all brokers — EU or non-EU — to 

unbundle research from execution

• Therefore, US brokers wishing to continue dealing with EU investment 

managers also will need to unbundle research and execution

– May require US brokers to become SEC-registered investment advisers

– Interaction with SEC “soft dollar” guidance/safe harbour re: Section 28(e) 

Securities Exchange Act 1934
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Impact on Fixed-Income Research

• FCA CP16/29: “Research related to fixed-income or other non-equity 

instruments is equally subject to such considerations and the restriction 

on material inducements for the relevant firms”

• ESMA Q&A: “MiFID II inducements restrictions in Article 24(7) and (8) do 

not provide any carve out for third-party analytical work on fixed-income, 

currencies, and commodities (FICC), or other assets”

• If spreads do not tighten, and investment managers have to pay 

additional amounts for research, then fixed-income trading becomes 

more expensive overall
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Other Issues to Consider

• Who is the firm’s “client”? 

– Firms will need to assess who their “client” is for MiFID purposes, e.g.,

• Investment manager / managed account client

• Investment manager / investment fund

• Delegated investment manager / primary investment manager

• Impact on sub-management / delegation arrangements

– Does compliance with inducements rules need to be “passed on” in sub-

management/delegation arrangements, e.g., by UCITS management 

companies and AIFMs that delegate portfolio management to a US 

manager? 
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• BEST EXECUTION
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Best Execution Under MiFID II

• Compliance date: 3 January 2018

• Best execution already exists under MiFID I, but higher standard and additional 

requirements are being introduced under MiFID II

• MiFID I: “all reasonable steps” (to obtain, when executing orders, the best 

possible result for their clients)

• MiFID II: “all sufficient steps” (to obtain, when executing orders, the best possible 

result for their clients)

– ESMA Q&A – “the requirement for ‘sufficient’ steps sets a higher bar for compliance 

than ‘reasonable’ steps”

• Also new under MiFID II: investment managers must summarize and make 

public, on an annual basis, for each class of financial instruments: 

– the top five investment firms in terms of trading volumes where the firm transmitted 

or placed client orders for execution in the preceding year

– information on the quality of execution obtained

• Information must be published on the firm’s website, in machine-readable format
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Scope of Application

• EU brokers must publish top five execution venues

• EU investment managers must publish top five brokers (or venues if executing 

directly on venue)

• Obligation does not apply to non-EU managers
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Timing

• First annual report on execution (top five brokers plus report on execution quality) 

must be published by 30 April 2018, in relation to the calendar year 2017

– ESMA says that “the first year’s report may lack some of the detail that would be 

available for subsequent reports, given that firms may not have data published under 

RTS 27 for the preceding year”
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How to Comply

• Review/revise execution policy

• Clear records of best execution analysis (analysis of broker and exchange data)

– Transaction cost analysis (TCA)

• Careful recordkeeping in order to fulfil annual report requirement
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Poll

Do you expect to have a global best execution policy

or to “ring fence” activities covered under MiFID?

oGlobal best execution policy

o “Ring fence” activities
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Cross-Border Application (US Manager with UK Affiliate)

• Scenario 1

– PM at UK affiliate decides to buy US securities

– PM (UK) calls US manager’s trading desk to place order with US broker for execution

– What are the implications for the US manager’s trading desk?

• Scenario 2

– PM at US manager decides to buy European securities

– PM (US) calls UK affiliate’s trading desk to place order with EU broker for execution

– What are the implications for the UK affiliate’s trading desk?
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Questions?

LEONARD NG

Sidley Austin LLP

+44 20 7360 3667

lng@sidley.com

www.sidley.com/leonard-ng
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Coverage Compliance DatesCross-Border Application

For on-venue transactions concluded during trading 

hours, publication must occur within one minute of the 

relevant transaction. 

When concluded outside trading hours, publication must 

occur before the open of the next trading day

Trade reporting is expected to take into effect 3 

January 2018

Requirements for equity instruments

► On top of the price, volume and time of transactions 

being made to the public, other details disclosed to the 

public are:

► Post-trade transparency details

► Symbols for Post-trade transparency details

► List of flags

Requirements for non-equity instruments

► Specific details required to be made public include:

► Trading time and date

► Instrument identification code

► Price

► Execution venue

► Price notation

► Currency

Trade Reporting

Authorized MiFID Investment Firm
1

Entities covered by this requirement

AIFM or UCITS 

ManCo
2

ManCo providing 

individual portfolio 

management3

Third-country 

investment managers4

► Indirect impact on these entities if trading on an EU 
trading venue and/or with EU investment firm

The original MiFID pre- and post-trade obligations were limited to trading in shares admitted to trading in a regulated market. MiFID2 broadens the 
scope of pre- and post-trade transparency obligations to all equity and non-equity instruments admitted to trading on any EU trading venue.

In addition, it captures investment firms that trade in-scope financial instruments bilaterally. Any investment firm concluding such transactions will be 
required to make requisite post-trade disclosures through an Approved Publication Arrangement (APA).
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Coverage
Trade Reporting Financial Instruments

► Transferable securities

► Money-market instruments

► Units in collective investment undertakings

► All physically and cash settled derivative and /or commodity derivative contracts 

► All physically settle-able commodity derivatives that are traded on a MiFID2 trading venue*

► All other physically settle-able commodity derivatives that aren’t for commercial purposes which have the 

characteristics of other derivative instruments

► Derivative instruments for the transfer of credit risk

► Financial contracts for differences

► All cash settled and cash settle-able derivative contracts being traded on a MiFID2 trading venue

► Emission allowances consisting of any units recognized for compliance with the requirements of Emissions Trading 

Scheme

In Scope Financial Instruments 

MiFID2 trade reporting captures all financial instruments including equities, bonds and derivatives
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Coverage
Trade Reporting Financial Firms

► High frequency / algorithmic traders

► Dealing solely on own account (prop)

► Future, Option, and Commodity Firms

► Corporate Finance Entity's

► Portfolio Managers

► Investment Banks

► Market Makers

► Stockbrokers

► Broker/Dealer

In Scope Financial Firms 

The original MiFID pre- and post-trade obligations were limited to trading in shares admitted to trading in a 
regulated market. MiFID2 broadens the scope of pre- and post-trade transparency obligations to all equity and non-
equity instruments admitted to trading on any EU trading venue.

In addition, it captures investment firms that trade in-scope financial instruments bilaterally. Any investment firm 
concluding such transactions will be required to make requisite post-trade disclosures through an Approved 
Publication Arrangement (APA).
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Coverage
Pre-Trade Reporting Triggers

Market operators and investment firms operating a trading venue are required to disclose the current bid and offer prices advertised 
through their systems and depth of trading interests in those prices, for all equity (and equity-like) instruments traded on an EU trading 
venue.

Information to be made public for different systems include but are not limited to;

Equity Instruments

Trading 

system
Information to be made public

Continuous

auction book

Aggregate number of orders and the shares, depository 

receipts, ETFs, certificates and other similar financial 

instruments that they represent at each price level for at least 

the five best bid and offer price levels

Quote driven

The best bid and offer by price of each market maker in 

shares, depositary receipts, ETFs, certificates and other 

financial instruments traded, together with the volumes 

attaching to those prices. 

Periodic

auction

Price at which the auction trading system would best satisfy 

its trading algorithm in respect of shares, depositary receipts, 

ETFs, certificates and other similar financial instruments 

traded on the trading system and the volume that would 

potentially be executable at that price by participants in that 

system

Request for 

Quote

The quotes and attached volumes from any member or 

participant which, if accepted, would lead to a transaction 

under the system’s rules

Any other

Adequate information as to the level of orders or quotes and 

of trading interest in respect of shares, depositary receipts, 

ETFs, certificates and other similar financial instruments 

traded on the trading system; in particular, the five best bid 

and offer price levels and/or two-way quotes of each  market 

maker in that instrument, if applicable

Non Equity Instruments

Trading

system
Information to be made public

Continuous

auction order 

book

For each financial instrument, the aggregate number of

orders and the volume they represent at each price level, for 

at least the five best bid and offer price levels

Quote driven

For each financial instrument, the best bid and offer by price 

of each market maker in that instrument, together with the 

volumes attaching to those prices.

Periodic

auction

For each financial instrument, the price at which the auction 

trading system would best satisfy its trading algorithm and the 

volume that would potentially be executable at that price by 

participants in that system

Request for 

quote

The quotes and the attaching volumes from any member or 

participant which, if accepted, would lead to a transaction 

under the system’s rules. 

Voice

The bids and offers and the attaching volumes from any 

member or participant which, if accepted, would lead to a 

transaction under the system’s rules

Other

Adequate information as to the level of orders or quotes and 

of trading interest; in particular, the five best bid and offer 

price levels and/or two-way quotes of each market maker in 

the instrument, if the characteristics of the price discovery 

mechanism so permit
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Coverage
Post-Trade Reporting Triggers

Market operators and investment firms operating a trading venue are required to make public the price, volume and time of transactions in 
such instruments as close to real time as technically possible.

Details of transactions to be made available to the public include but are not limited to

Equity Instruments

Table Information to be made public

Post-trade 

transparency 

details

► Venue of execution

► Time

► Price

► Currency

► Instrument identifier

► Transaction identifier

Symbols for those 

post-trade 

transparency 

details

► ISINs

► MICs

► Data

► Time format

List of Flags

► Benchmark transaction (Benc)

► Non-price forming transaction (NPFT)

► Special dividend transaction (SDIV)

► Algorithmic transaction (ALGO)

► Cancellations (CANC)

► Amendments (AMND)

Non Equity Instruments

Information to be made public

Many data points are consistent across all non-equity instruments 
such as;

► Trading time and date

► Instrument identification code

► Price

► Execution venue

► Price notation

► Currency

Many data points which are specific to the type of instrument include 
but is not limited to;

► Notional amount

► Notional Currency

► Whether the transaction is cleared (applicable for derivatives and 
emission allowances)
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Coverage
Trade Reporting Waivers & Exclusions

Waivers and exclusions may be granted on an as-needed basis for specific products and circumstances

► Non-mandatory tradable derivatives

► Order management facility

► Size specific to instrument

► Large in-scale waiver

► No Liquid market

Non Equity Waivers

► Order management facility waiver

► Equity volume cap waiver

► Reference price waiver

► Negotiated price waiver

► Large in-scale waiver

Equity Waivers

Equity / Non-Equity Exclusions

► Transactions excluded from Article 26 transaction reporting

► Transactions transferring beneficial ownership of financial instruments from a collective investment undertaking to 

another, where no investment firm is party to the transaction

► Give-up/give-in transactions

► Transfers of financial instruments as bilateral or CCP collateral

r

r r
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Coverage
Trade Reporting Timelines

► The transaction must be reported within one minute for equities during trading hours or before market open of the next day if

after hours

► Pre-Trade - All firms have responsibilities for pre-trade position limits for commodity pools, and should be aware of Short-selling 

and Take-over panel pre-trade obligations per the Transparency Directive 2

► Post-Trade - Only MiFID firms have direct responsibilities for post-trade reporting

Trade Reporting obligations

► Trade reporting (pre-trade & post-trade) may be outsourced to an Approved Publication Arrangement (APA)

► when an off-venue transaction is concluded between two investment firms, MiFID2 specifies ‘only the investment firm 

that sells the financial instrument concerned shall make the transaction public through an APA’ – This appears to 

prevent the existing delegation of trade publication to the sell-side entity (such as broker) and require buy-side 

investment firms that act as the economic seller (such as an individual portfolio  manager) to make the public 

disclosure via an APA themselves. This will introduce a significant degree of cost amongst buy-side investment firms 

now needing a relationship with an APA and the requisite systems to make such post-trade disclosures ‘as soon as 

technically practicable’

Trade Reporting delegation

MiFID2 trade reporting obligation applies to:
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Cross-Border Applications
Third-country firms

► ESMA will keep a publicly available register that lists third-country firms permitted to provide investment services  or 

activities within the EU

► Third-country firms need to meet eligibility criteria to register with ESMA and once registered, are required to inform 

their clients that they are unable to provide services to clients other than eligible counterparties and per se
professional counterparties and must also offer their clients the option to submit any disputes relating to those services 

or activities to the jurisdiction of an EU Member State’s court or tribunal

► MiFID2 states that the prudential and business conduct framework of a third-country will be considered equivalent if it 

ensures market transparency and integrity by preventing market abuse

► The MiFID2 Directive permits Member States to require any third-country firms intending to provide investment services 

or activities to retail clients or elective professional clients within their territory to do so only through the 

establishment of a branch in that Member state, which will be subject to authorization requirements by the local NCA in 

accordance with certain conditions. This will likely affect non-EU managers that provide managed account services to 

municipal and local authorities and their pension funds in those EU countries that require third-country firms to 

establish a branch when providing investment services to ‘elective’ professional clients

Third-country considerations

The MiFID2 framework distinguishes between investment services to per se professional clients and eligible 
counterparties from services offered to retail and elective professional clients
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Cross-Border Application
Trade Reporting Global Reporting Guidelines

NON-EQUITY TRANSACTION DETAILS

► Trading date time (UTC)

► Instrument identification code

► Price

► Execution Venue

► Price Notation

► Currency

INSTRUMENT SPECIFIC DETAILS

► Whether a transaction is cleared (Derivatives/Emission 

Allowances)

► Notional Currency

► Notional Amount

NON-EQUITY TRANSACTION DETAILS

► Trading date time (UTC)

► Instrument identification code

► Price

► Execution Venue

► Price Notation

► Currency

EQUITY LIQUIDITY PROVIDER

► Venue of Execution

► Instrument Identifier

► Transaction Identifier

► Currency

► Time

► Price

EQUITY SECURITY IDENTIFIER

► ISIN

► MIC

► Date/Time Format (UTC)

EQUITY TRANSACTION TYPE

► Benchmark transaction (Benc)

► Non-price form transaction (NPFT)

► Special dividend transaction (SDIV)

► Algorithmic Transaction (ALGO)

Technical Guidelines of Trade Reporting for consolidated industry view of how fields are to be reported:
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Poll

How do you currently plan to meet your trade reporting 

obligations?

o Relying on third parties (e.g. brokers, APAs) to submit trade 

reports on our behalf but with compliance oversight

o Building in-house IT capability or buying-in an IT solution

o Primary reliance on third parties for most trade reports but 

building IT capability to submit some reports internally

o Other or undecided
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Coverage Compliance DatesCross-Border Application

3 January 2018

Transaction reporting is expected to 

take into effect on this date with 

anticipated penalties for late and/or 

inaccurate reporting

Summary of Changes

► Instruments: Broader range of instruments, covering 

anything traded on an EU trading venue

► Application: Broader range of actions covered by 

definition ‘execution’ resulting in more reports

► Delegation: Tougher rules on ‘order transmission’ 

meaning less scope to  rely on brokers for reporting

► Data Fields: Number of fields increases from 23 to 65

Transaction reporting is required when:

“Investment firms which execute transactions in 
financial instruments shall report complete and 
accurate details of such transactions to the competent 
authority as quickly as possible and no later than the 
close of the following working day.”

Transaction Reporting

The original MiFID requires an investment firm to report details of certain transactions to its regulators within a period to
provide regulators with data to monitor for market abuse. However, this raised uncertainty among regulators as to whether 
all pertinent transactions were being reported accurately. 

MiFID2 will significantly tighten the rules regarding the circumstances where a client may rely on its broker to report 
transactions and expands the scope of instruments that are subject to transaction reporting, as well as the information 
required to be reported.

Authorized MiFID Investment Firm
1

Entities covered by this requirement

AIFM or UCITS 

ManCo
2

ManCo providing 

individual portfolio 

management3

Third-country 

investment managers4

► Indirect impact on these entities if trading on an EU 
trading venue and/or with EU investment firm
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Coverage
Transaction Reporting Financial Instruments

► Transferable securities

► Money-market instruments

► Units in collective investment undertakings

► All physically and cash settled derivative and /or commodity derivative contracts 

► All physically settle-able commodity derivatives that are traded on a MiFID2 trading venue*

► All other physically settle-able commodity derivatives that aren’t for commercial purposes which have the 

characteristics of other derivative instruments

► Derivative instruments for the transfer of credit risk

► Financial contracts for differences

► All cash settled and cash settle-able derivative contracts being traded on a MiFID2 trading venue

► Emission allowances consisting of any units recognized for compliance with the requirements of Emissions Trading 

Scheme

In scope Financial Instruments 

* Except wholesale energy products traded on OTF that must be physically settled

MiFID2 transaction reporting captures all financial instruments including equities, bonds and derivatives, covering 
anything traded on an EU trading venue
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Coverage
Transaction Reporting Triggers

► Reception and transmission of orders in relation to one or more financial instruments

► Execution of orders on behalf of clients

► Dealing on own account

► Making an investment decision in accordance with a discretionary mandate given by a client 

► Transfer of financial instruments to or from accounts

A transaction includes acquisitions and disposals defined as:

Acquisition 

► A purchase of a financial instrument

► Entering into a derivative contract in a financial instrument

► An increase in the notional amount for a derivative contract that is a financial instruments

Disposal

► Sale of a financial instrument

► Closing out of a derivative contract in a financial instrument 

► Decrease in the notional amount for a  derivative contract that is a financial instrument

Transactions

Transaction reporting is required when:

“Investment firms which execute transactions in financial instruments shall report complete and accurate details of such transactions to 
the competent authority as quickly as possible and no later than the close of the following working day.”

A firm is deemed to have executed a transaction when the performance of any of these activities results in a transaction defined below 

as:
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Coverage
Transaction Reporting Exclusions

► A securities financing transaction defined in Regulation (Secured Financing Transactions)

► A contract arising exclusively for clearing or settlement purposes

► A settlement of mutual obligations between parties where the net obligation is carried forward

► An acquisition or disposal that is solely a result of custodial activity

► A post-trade assignment or novation in a derivative contract where one of the parties to the derivative contract is replaced by a 
third party

► A portfolio compression

► A creation or redemption of a units of a collective investment undertaking by its administrator 

► An exercise of a financial instrument as a result of predetermined contractual terms, or as a result of mandatory events which are 
beyond the control of the investor where no investment decision by the investor takes place at the point in time of the creation, 
expiration or redemption of the financial instrument

► A decrease or increase in the notional amount of a derivative contract that is a financial instrument as a result of pre-determined 
contractual terms or mandatory events where no investment decision by the investor takes place at the point in time of the 
change in notional

► A change in the composition of an index or a basket that occurs after the execution of a transaction 

► An acquisition under a dividend re-investment plan

► An acquisition or disposal under an employee share incentive plan, or arising from the administration of an unclaimed asset 
trust, or of residual fractional share entitlements following corporate events or as part of shareholder reduction programs 

► An exchange and tender offer on a bond or other form of securitized debt where the terms and conditions of the offer are pre-
determined and published in advance and the investment decision amounts to a choice by the investor to enter into the 
transaction with no ability to unilaterally vary its terms

Exclusions from Transaction Reporting

Transactions which don’t fall under Transaction Reporting include:

r
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Coverage
Transaction Reporting Obligations

MiFID2 transaction reporting obligation applies to:

► MiFID investment firms

► Venues in situations where a firm transacts on a trading venue and is not subject to MiFID2 which may indirectly affect 

AIFMs or UCITS managers and third-country investment managers

Transaction Reporting obligations

► Transaction Reporting can be delegated however the third party needs to be approved by competent authorities as an 

Approved Reporting Mechanism (ARM)

► An investment firm which transmits an order to another firm for execution can rely on the receiving party to report the 

transaction if the following conditions are met:

► It must send the receiving firm all relevant fields that are to be reported

► There must be an agreement between the transmitting and receiving firm in which the receiving firm agrees to report

► The transmitting firm must have systems and controls to ensure accurate and complete reports

► In cases where derivatives contracts that have been reported to a trade repository in accordance with the requirements 

of EMIR, the MiFID2 transaction reporting obligation has been deemed to be met, as long as the required data fields 

have been provided and as long as the repository is an ARM. 

Transaction Reporting delegation
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Cross-Border Applications
Application of MiFID2 regardless of status

► Transaction Reporting obligation applies regardless of whether the trade in question occurred on a trading venue or 

OTC and also applies if the transaction occurs outside the EU

► For example, a derivative traded outside the EU that references an instrument traded on an EU trading venue

► An example of where a Transaction Reporting obligation would NOT apply is in the case where a MiFID investment firm 

trades on a US trading venue

► Some provisions within MiFID2 refer to ‘persons’ rather than MiFID investment firms, such that it applies to all 

participants in the financial market regardless of the jurisdiction in which they are established. This is the case for the 

provisions dealing with commodities position limits and reporting

► Other provisions within MiFID2 impose obligations on MiFID entities that can only be satisfied by requiring action on the 

part of their clients, even if their clients are not subject to MiFID2

Transaction Reporting considerations

Key considerations on how transaction reporting may indirectly or directly impact your firm are:
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Cross-Border Application
Global Reporting Guidelines

Technical Guidelines of Transaction Reporting for consolidated industry view of how fields are to be reported:

MANDATORY FIELDS

► Report Status

► Transaction Reference Number

► Trading venue transaction identification code

► Executing entity identification code

► Investment Firm covered by 2004/39/EC or 

Directive 2014/65/EU

► Submitting entity identification code

TRANSACTION DETAILS

► Trading date time

► Trading capacity

► Quantity

► Quantity currency

► Derivative notional increase/decrease

► Price

► Price Currency

► Net Amount

► Venue

► Country of the branch membership

► Up-front payment

► Up-front payment currency

► Complex trade component ID

BUYER/SELLER DETAILS

► Buyer/Seller identification code

► Country of the branch of the buyer/Seller

► Buyer/Seller – First Name

► Buyer /Seller – Surname

► Buyer/Seller – Date of Birth

► Buyer/Seller decision maker code 

► Buy/Sell Decision maker  - First Name(s)*

► Buy/Sell Decision maker – Surname(s)*

► Buy/Sell Decision maker – DOB*

INSTRUMENT DETAILS

► Instrument identification code 

► Instrument full name

► Instrument classification

► Notional Currency 1 / 2

► Price multiplier

► Underlying instrument code

► Underlying index name 

► Term of the underlying index

► Option type

► Strike price

► Strike price currency

► Option exercise style

► Maturity Date

► Expiry Date

► Delivery Date

TRANSMISSION DETAILS

► Transmission of order indicator

► Transmitting firm identification code for the buyer

► Transmitting identification code for the seller

TRADER, ALGORITHMS, WAIVERS & INDICATORS

► Investment decision within firm 

► Country of the branch responsible for the person 

making the investment decision

► Execution within firm

► Country of the branch supervising the person 

responsible for the execution

► Waiver indicator

► Short selling indicator

► OTC post-trade indicator 

► Commodity derivative indicator

► Securities financing transaction indicator

* Only applies if buyer/seller is actual person
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Compliance Dates
Timeline for implementation

Key Dates

Trade and Transaction reporting is expected to take into effect 3 January 2018 with anticipated penalties for late 

and/or inaccurate reporting

For trade reporting on-venue transactions concluded during trading hours, publication must occur within one minute 

of the relevant transaction. When concluded outside trading hours, publication must occur before the open of the 

next trading day
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Poll

How do you currently plan to meet your transaction reporting 

obligations?

o Relying on third parties (e.g. depositary, reporting vendor) to 

submit trade reports on our behalf but with compliance 

oversight

o Building in-house IT capability or buying-in an IT solution

o Primary reliance on third parties for most trade reports but 

building IT capability to submit some reports internally

o Other or undecided



ICI Global MiFID Webinar 

Product Governance

Charlotte Henry, Partner

Norton Rose Fulbright LLP

11 May 2017



Who Is in Scope — Generally?

Manufacturers and distributors

A manufacturer is a firm which creates, develops, issues and/or designs investments. This includes the 

role of a corporate finance firm in advising a corporate issuer on the launch of new investments.

A distributor is a firm which offers, recommends or sells investments, or which provides investment 

services to clients.

A firm can be both a manufacturer and a distributor if they sell their products/services 

direct to customers



Who Is in Scope — Regarding Buy-Side Firms?Functions

* While these entities may be out-of-scope as a regulatory matter, they may come into scope as a contractual matter — see slide “How 

does it apply to out-of-scope entities?”

EU investment manager

EU subsidiaries of non-EU firms/global 

groups

EU and non-EU UCITS managers (for 

activities outside any ‘top up’ permissions) *

EU and non-EU AIFMs (as above) *

Non-EU investment managers *



For UCITS, the manufacturer is generally considered to be the ACD but can also include the sponsor(s).
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Location of 

manufacturer

Location of 

counterparty

Location of 

counterparty’s 

client Is the manufacturer subject to product governance arrangements?

EEA EEA EEA  If the counterparty and client are retail or professional 

 If counterparty is ECP and the client is retail or professional

 If the counterparty and client are ECP (unless client on-sells)

EEA EEA Non-EEA  Technically yes but in practice it may be possible to exclude obligations, provided client does not on-

sell back into the EEA

EEA Non-EEA EEA  If client is retail or professional

 If client is ECP (unless they on-sell)

EEA Non-EEA Non-EEA  Technically yes but in practice it may be possible to exclude obligations, provided client does not on-

sell back into the EEA

Non-EEA EEA EEA  Not as a regulatory matter but in scope counterparty will be required to ensure out-of-scope 

manufacturer provides it with the information it needs to ensure that it can comply with its 

regulatory obligations 

 If client is ECP (unless they on-sell)

Non-EEA EEA Non-EEA  Provided client does not on-sell back into the EEA (in which case see above). Counterparty might 

view themselves as in-scope

Non-EEA Non-EEA EEA  Not as a regulatory matter but counterparty might view itself as being in-scope if client is retail or 

professional (although query how a non-EEA counterparty can access the retail market)

 If client is ECP (unless they on-sell)

Non-EEA Non-EEA Non-EEA  Unless client on-sells back into the EEA

High-level, generic summary of EU requirements (note: ability for member states to gold-plate)

Assumes the product that is manufactured is not altered by the counterparty before being sold to the counterparty’s client and that each of the 

manufacturer and counterparty are MiFID firms; “ECP” means eligible counterparty (institutional investors)

Who Is in Scope — Territorial Application?
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• An in-scope distributor is required when dealing with an out-of-scope 
manufacturer (like a UCITS manager or a non-EU portfolio manager), to 
ensure that the distributor obtains all information required by MiFID II. 
Distributors will need to ask out-of-scope firms to provide this information, 
and may want any distribution agreements to contractually require out-of-
scope manufacturers to provide this.

• Where there are co-manufacturers (i.e., a UCITS ACD and a sponsor) and 
one of the co-manufacturers is an in-scope manufacturer (i.e., the sponsor), 
MiFID II requires that the in-scope manufacturer contractually agree with 
the out-of-scope manufacturer what their respective obligations are. This 
will see the two parties dividing up the regulatory responsibilities between 
them, even though the out-of-scope manufacturer is not directly subject to 
the regulatory obligations. 

How Does It Apply to Out-of-Scope Firms? 

MiFID II: Article 9(8): “Member states shall require investment firms, where they collaborate, including 
with entities which are not authorised and supervised in accordance with [MiFID II] or third-country 
firms, to create, develop, issue, and/or design a product, to outline their mutual responsibilities in a 
written agreement.”



In-scope manufacturers

• Only create products for an identified target market (and define the 

target market in the positive and negative)

• Ensure that those creating products have the expertise and skills

• Stress-test and scenario-test the product before it is sold

• Ensure that no product is sold unless it is approved through a 

product approval process, which is likely to require a product 

approval/governance committee (containing a representative from 

compliance) that will consider the product against a product 

governance/approval policy. Among other items, this will ensure 

that the product:

• does not create conflicts of interest;

• meet the needs and objectives of the identified target 

market;

• does not contain unfair contract terms;

• is being sold through an appropriate distribution channel; 

• has fair cots and charges structure, etc.

• Ensure that senior management signs off on the policy, is aware of 

what products are being created/approved, is receiving MI on any 

issues with any products, approves all distribution arrangements

• Review products periodically to ensure they are operating as

expected

• Obtain data from distributors to monitor that it is being sold only to 

the target market (this includes obtaining sales data and 

complaints data)

Distributors

• Understand the target market of the manufacturer’s products 

and make their own assessment of the target market for 

their services, and products they sell

• Implement a similar product-approval process to that of 

manufacturers

• Ensure they obtain all necessary information from 

manufacturers to understand the product, to be able to 

market/sell it and, where they are a distributor in a chain, to 

pass that information over

• Ensure that senior management has oversight/governance 

over products marketed/sold and services provided

• If final distributor in the chain, have the obligation to comply 

with the requirements

What Are the Requirements?



We support the product-

governance provisions in 

MiFID II and expect them to 

lead to improved customer 

outcomes 

FCA Consultation Paper III CP16/29

Single approach

• Open questions: manufacturing for clients outside the EEA

• Potential for co-manufacturers, beyond the UK “retail” and 
“pure” manufacturer distinction; potential complexities?

• Documenting the split of co-manufacturer responsibilities

• Manufacturers to provide an “adequate standard” of 
information to distributors: subjective or objective test? Active 
engagement from manufacturers?

• Difficulties: the product-review process — information flow 
from distributors to manufacturers, including via a chain of 
distributors; data protection

• Products sold to institutional investors who on-sell

• What does “proportionality” mean where MiFID II says that 
the regime can be implemented in a way that is 
proportionate? 

Impact on the Manufacturer-Distributor Relationship



Which Areas of the Firm Are Affected?

Changes

SM 
accountability

Increased MI

Sign-off on 
PG policy

Compliance: 
greater role

Human 
Resource: 
must be 
experts

More 
market 

research
Pre-sale 
approval 
process

Post-sale 
review 

process

Comfort on 
distribution 
channels / 
distributors

Renegotiate 
contracts with 

distributors

Contracts with 
co-

manufacturers

Greater 
regulatory 

risk
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Back book of products

• Draft guidelines: products manufactured or 
distributed before 3 January 2018 are out of 
scope

• Relaunch / reissue are back in scope

• Products manufactured before 3 January 2018, 
but distributed after, are in scope (treat product as 
if manufactured by an out-of-scope entity)

• PLUS: tie to annual review process

Exceptions

• Reviewing existing distribution arrangements

• Existing products that are not closed off for 
investment

MiFID II product 
governance obligations 
are to be observed from 
the date of application of 
MiFID II

ESMA Level 3 (draft)

Compliance Dates



Definition of a 

manufacturer

• ‘Creation, development, issuance. and/or design’

• Co-manufacturers

• Link with PRIIPs: in scope for one regime, in scope for the other?

Relationship with 

distributors

• Providing an ‘adequate standard’ of information to distributors

• Obtaining the right information to conduct robust product reviews

• Assessing the distribution network

Out of scope entities

• Non-EEA manufacturers

• Non-EEA co-manufacturers 

• Non-EEA distributors

Financial instruments

• Distinguishing financial instruments from each other 

• High-volume financial instruments

• Feasibility of target market assessment (especially in portfolio management)

• Application to online distribution channels

• Logistical challenges with specific tailored information
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Challenges



Poll

Which mechanisms are you considering to determine whether the 
target market for a fund is being met through third-party distribution 
channels?

 Proprietary surveys of third-party distributors and/or input from 
sales and distribution teams

 Transaction data from third parties (e.g., order-routing providers, 
settlement services)

 Bilateral arrangements with distributors (e.g., platforms) for data 
exchange

 Benchmarking data of sales, fund flows, and market trends from 
analytics providers

 Other


